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- Journey maps: A start-from-the-user method
- Tech matching: a start-from-tech method
- Understanding how LLMs work – predicting the next word can be powerful
- LLMs/other foundation models can go beyond expert systems and logic rules
- “Prompting” LLMs to get tasks done

Announcements: 

- Quiz 2 is due this weekend. It’s a bit more challenging
- Assignment 1 is due next weekend
- This week is about teardowns and using feedback

Recap + Announcements



Today: 
teardowns

Plan: 

● We will analyze two 
generative AI 
systems, in 
increasing order of 
complexity

● What are the 
parts? How do they 
fit together?



Why teardowns

● Understand how 
you go from LLM -> 
an actual product 
that people want to 
use

● Learn what the 
hard parts are



Teardown 1: 
Assistant



Teardown 1: 
Assistant



We’ll use an 
open-source assistant, 
so you can study it for 
yourself

https://github.com/huggi
ngface/chat-ui/ 

Teardown 1: 
Assistant

https://github.com/huggingface/chat-ui/
https://github.com/huggingface/chat-ui/


The different parts of these assistants

Topic list

Conversation 
thread



How would you implement the topic list?

Try it with a conversation you’ve had / example 
from the previous page.

1. Go to makersuite.google.com 
2. Write out your “text prompt” and try it out Topic list



"Summarize the following conversations into a three or four word title:"

"What three words best describe the following conversation?"

"Suggest a title for a conversation, as shown in the examples below"

"Summarize the following conversations into a three or four word title. Start with a relevant emoji”

Huggingface’s prompt:

userPrompt =

    `Please summarize the following message as a single sentence of 
less than 5 words:\n` +

    firstMessage?.content;

Some possible prompts

https://github.com/huggingface/chat-ui/blob/main/src/routes/conversatio
n/%5Bid%5D/summarize/%2Bserver.ts 

https://github.com/huggingface/chat-ui/blob/main/src/routes/conversation/%5Bid%5D/summarize/%2Bserver.ts
https://github.com/huggingface/chat-ui/blob/main/src/routes/conversation/%5Bid%5D/summarize/%2Bserver.ts


How would you implement the conversation?

One way to do this:

<System>You are an AI, called ChatAI.</System>

{{#each messages}}

  {{#ifUser}}<User>{{content}}</User>{{/ifUser}}

  
{{#ifAssistant}}<Assistant>{{content}}</Assistan
t>{{/ifAssistant}}

{{/each}}

<Assistant>

https://github.com/huggingface/chat-ui 

https://github.com/huggingface/chat-ui


Finally, tools

1. How do you decide when to search the 
web?

2. What do you do with the result?
a. Easiest: add them to the messages
b. Or: summarize and use results
c. Or: go access the search links and insert 

their content into the text



Teardown 2: post-editing translation

● How do you do 
the suggestion 
in E?

● How do you do 
the pop-up in 
D?

● How do you 
learn from what 
the user 
chose?

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba95748
8c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276 

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba957488c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba957488c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276


Teardown 2: post-editing translation

● How do you do 
the pop-up in 
D?

Try your own 
prompts! 

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba95748
8c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276 

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba957488c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba957488c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276


Teardown 2: post-editing translation

● How do you 
learn from what 
the user 
chose?

Change the 
prompt to make 
it a few-shot 
prompt!

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba95748
8c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276 

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba957488c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba957488c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276


Using feedback

● What should happen 
when you click the 
thumbs-up button?

● What should happen with 
thumbs-down button?



Using feedback: some options (not great!)

● What should happen with 
thumbs-down button?

Bard

ChatGPT (also regenerates 
response)


